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skills overlap. CKLA is intended to provide ELA instruction, not Science or Social
Studies instruction, but the alignment exercise addresses both reinforcing
instruction and eliminating redundancies. VDOE is also revising the Social
Studies Standards of Learning for K-12 which may create new opportunities or
challenges for alignment with the ELA curriculum. CLKA includes significantly
more writing work product and more advanced writing skills than the prior
curriculum.

IV. Committee Vote on 2023-2024 Recommendations (8:00-8:30)

Discussion of revisions to recommendations to clarify intent with respect to
writing coaches and literacy intervention coaches, and review of research basis
for recommendations. Kate and Mike to revise accordingly.

Due to the low attendance, it was agreed that Mike would circulate the
recommendations and ask for a vote by email.

The schedule:

ǒ 11/20 draft recommendations submitted to ELA staff for comment
ǒ 12/15 ELA staff comments due
ǒ 1/2 draft recommendations to ACTL
ǒ 1/3 ELAAC presents recommendations to ACT, 7:00 pm, Syphax room

256,
ǒ 1/4 ACTL sends recommendations to Board, 6:30 pm Syphax, 2nd floor

Board Room
ǒ 1/9 ELAAC presents recommendations to Board at Work Session,

V. Future Topics for Consideration

A. Lack of Reading and Writing Interventions in High Schools

B. Performance- "n
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could wait until their next social studies class to earn the verified credit (since students
only need one VERIFIED credit).

Communicating with parents

PBAs are given throughout the school year. Currently, parents can typically see their
student’s score on a PBA in Canvas just like any other assignment score, along with the
assignment itself and the rubric.

APS is working on getting PBA scores entered into test history in Parent Vue so that parents
can see scores there and not have to rely on individual teachers to communicate scores.

Meeting standards v. Exceeding

The VDOE rubric is a 5-point system. The highest level includes language such as ñin-depth
understandingò and ñmade significant, specific connections between multiple sourcesò and ñResponded to
the task with a decisive and knowledgeable explanation beyond conventional conclusionsò

Additionally, APS works with teachers on extending for students by aiming for students to develop the
next level of the skill.

APS uses the VDOE 5-point rubric to score all our required APS performance assessments in grades
K-12 (even the assessments that werenôt developed by the state). APS currently gives at least two PBAs
in social studies at each grade level.

(APS is also working on trying to have those scores entered into test history so that parents can have a
sense of how their students are performing on these kinds of assessments in social studies well before
they get to the high school credit phase.)

For more information

State resources on this at this webpage. The Guidelines for Locally Awarded Verified Credit
document outlines the process. The Social Studies Process is option two in the document.
Option one is for students who take, and do not pass, the SOL exam and meet other
criteria.

Info on APS website: https://www.apsva.us/curriculum/social-studies/
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